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Executive Summary

The SAFETRUCK program is developing and evaluating methodologies to reduce highway accidents. Our focus is presently on trucks traveling on rural roads. This technology also applies to snowplows and other vehicles which need to be out on the road under unfavorable weather conditions.

We have specifically addressed lane departure based crashes which are associated with driver behavior, e.g., driver boredom, inattention, fatigue, intoxication. We are working on both driver assistive technologies which reduce driver stress and help maintain vigilance, and on intervention strategies when the driver has lost control. In many situations, alarms and warning devices can be ineffective due to their short term effects. We have designed (based on a high accuracy Differential GPS-Novatel’s RT20 system) and experimentally demonstrated for the first time (on a Navistar 9400 Tractor-Trailer vehicle) a prototype system which can take over lane keeping functions from the driver based on real time Global Positioning System (GPS) vehicle position sensing. This automated lane keeping serves as a backup in case the driver is not reacting appropriately. If loss of control by the driver is detected, the vehicle would be steered over to the next appropriate shoulder and brought to a safe stop. This human-centered steering controller can also provide haptic feedback to the driver to help keep the vehicle in the lane. (Related work on driver fatigue and a bibliography on the effect of drugs and alcohol on driving behavior are included in Appendices.)

We are working on implementing and integrating the “Virtual Bumper” concept into our current SAFETRUCK architecture. The main concept behind the virtual bumper is the notion of a “personal space” around the vehicle. When an obstacle or other vehicle intrudes into this space, a “virtual” spring and/or damper is “compressed” which results in a “force” or “torque”
which is applied through the steering, throttle and braking subsystems to effect a change in the host vehicle's motion. Since there is no physical contact and since these effects are computed based on sensed incursions, one can in effect continuously adapt the shape of the virtual bumper and the nature of the resulting "forces" on the vehicle. Simulations of these algorithms have demonstrated successful collision avoidance in a number of scenarios. Details are presented in a sister report entitled "The Virtual Bumper - A Control Based Collision Avoidance System for Highway Vehicles".

We have also focused on driver assistive technologies such as a Heads-Ups Displays (HUD) which intuitively provide feedback to the driver when normal perception is limited. We are developing these technologies for drivers that must be on the road even when conditions warrant otherwise. This is particularly the case for snowplows and for police and emergency vehicles operating under low visibility conditions due to adverse weather, i.e., driving through blizzards, driving on snow covered highways, etc. We have developed an initial laboratory prototype which projects lane boundaries (adjusted for driver head position and other geometric parameters specific to a given vehicle) on to the windshield using a HUD so that the driver can continue to steer in as natural a manner as possible even with limited. This system is based on the use of the same high accuracy DGPS-based sensing system described above. Evaluation of the above HUD prototype and of radar sensors which provide information as to obstacles and other vehicles on the road has started and will be the subject of subsequent reports.
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This report summarizes the research work performed during the 18 month period ending in December, 1997 under the SAFETRUCK Program designation. The primary objective of our work has been to investigate the use of Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS), inertial measurement and other sensing technologies as the basis of a system which would prevent crashes due to lane departure in case the driver is incapacitated. Our long term goal is to develop a “driver centered” vehicle control system capable of providing lane-keeping feedback to the driver, and if necessary, impose aggressive intervention strategies that take over control of the vehicle and steer it to a safe position on the shoulder and stop it. Our research also targets the development of “driver assistive” technologies (such as a Heads Up Display and torque feedback provided by the steering wheel) which provide information about departure from the lane or about encroaching vehicles. These tools represent a means for providing sensory information to the driver without necessarily requiring computer control of the vehicle. The results of this ongoing research will improve the safety of driving under poor visibility conditions and on rural roads where driver fatigue is a significant issue. The incremental approach that we are pursuing is directed at minimizing the infrastructure investments needed for final implementation of these safety oriented technologies. In the following sections, we summarize the work performed and the objectives which have been met during the 1996-97 funding period. We conclude with a strategy for pursuing deployment in the future.
CHAPTER 2

Experiments with Computer Control of the Tractor-Trailer Testbed

2.1 Preview Based Control of a Tractor Trailer Using DGPS

In order to reduce the number of road departure accidents caused by fatigue and driver inattention, we have been investigating intervention strategies during critical situations, part of a human centered approach to lateral vehicle control. Alarms and warning devices are for the most part ineffective since their effects on a fatigued driver are only short term. We have designed and demonstrated a system which can take over lane keeping functions from the driver based on real time Global Positioning System (GPS) vehicle position sensing. This automated lane keeping serves as a backup in case the driver is not reacting appropriately. If loss of control by the driver is detected, the vehicle would be steered over to the next appropriate shoulder and brought to a safe stop.

We are using a preview based controller implemented on a Navistar 9400 series tractor-trailer comprised of a "pursuit" algorithm which steers the vehicle towards goal points on the road, stored in the form of a digital map. This map which represents the roadway's geometry (including lane characteristics and details regarding shoulders) is generated by previously recording the corresponding DGPS coordinates of the road.

A Novatel RT-20 second generation DGPS system is the primary sensor modality for providing feedback of the vehicle's position and orientation with respect to a global coordinate system (in
our case the State Plane Coordinate System) with a yaw rate gyro providing additional feedback. Heading error and yaw rate are used to control the truck’s steering control subsystem. This lateral control system, the first system using DGPS for truck lane keeping on a standard road, has been successfully demonstrated through field experiments at the Minnesota Department of Transportation’s Mn/ROAD (Minnesota Road Research Facilities) research facility.

Two papers were prepared and presented at the IEEE Conference on ITS (Boston, MA) in November, 1997. One documents our experiments evaluating the DGPS accuracy during truck motion (see Appendix A for a copy of the paper); while the other documents the control algorithms and the results of our experiments on lateral steering control of the truck using preview (see Appendix B for a copy).

2.2 Enhancements to the original VMEBUS based control system

We are pursuing two control prototypes. The first and older system is based on VMEBUS communication between multiple 68040 based (Motorola VME147) processors. This system has been the baseline unit for all computation, data acquisition and control for our tractor-trailer experiments.

Our real time embedded software is based on VXWORKS. We have begun to develop a less expensive alternative based on the PC platform. Developments on both these platforms are described below. More details on the VMEBUS based platform has been described in previous reports and publications.
We continued to improve the safety, performance and reliability of the original DGPS based steering controller in the Navistar 9400 truck tractor (Fig. 2.1, 2.2) that is our experimental testbed.

Figure 2.1. The Navistar 9400 Truck used for all our lane keeping experiments

Figure 2.2. Computers in the truck's sleeper cab
The steering control system was successfully designed so that a human can drive in tandem with the controller. Torque feedback to the driver’s hands, through the steering wheel, provides a sensation that helps center the truck in its lane. A direct drive torque motor design that we incorporated directly into the steering shaft made it possible to allow the driver to “backdrive” the actuator, and thereby directly feel the steering system’s behavior. (see Figure 2.3a and 2.3b) This direct link between the driver and the steering control system is a critical part of our driver assisted lanekeeping system, which can either work with the driver, or can take over complete lateral control of the truck, if necessary. Providing the driver with a combined position/torque feedback sensation that is used to improve manual control is often referred to as haptic feedback.

During the 18 month of this funding period, we made a number of changes to increase the reliability and performance of the steering control system. These changes included the following:

1. Installed a new mounting platform on the truck cab roof for the GPS antenna. (Fig. 2.4) This platform facilitated the installation of a choke ring which helped to eliminate multipath reception.
Figure 2.3a
Original steering shaft on the semi-tractor.

Figure 2.3b
Modified steering subsystem on the semi-tractor. The direct driver torque motor was designed around the existing steering system, so that it would not affect other components (e.g. seals in the hydraulic power steering unit). The torque motor’s weight is supported by the frame rail of the truck and not by the shaft. The double U-joint designed into the shaft also allows some ‘float’ between the cab and the vehicle frame.
Figure 2.4 Close-up of cab showing GPS antenna mounted inside a choke centered on a mounting platform on top of the sleeper. The antenna for receiving DGPS corrections is mounted on the rear corner of the sleeper cab.

2. Changed the steering system design and increased the resolution of the steering position sensor. The steering control software was modified accordingly to accommodate the higher steering resolution.

3. Installed and tested two new 16-bit fiber optic rate gyros measuring vehicle yaw and roll. We then modified the steering controller so that it included a yaw rate term from one of the gyros. The addition of this term along with the increased resolution of the steering sensor stabilized the steering system well enough that we can now steer automatically on slippery ice and snow covered road surfaces. Earlier versions of the steering controller (April to June, 1997) without the gyro term exhibited a lateral oscillation with a period of about 5 seconds and an amplitude of approximately three feet on dry surfaces that tended to increase in amplitude when the track was slippery. This oscillation has been
successfully removed. Good lateral control was achieved successfully on snow and ice, but due to the unusual warm and dry 1997-1998 winter, additional experiments demonstrating control performance on snow and ice could not be performed. (This was not part of our original work plan anyway.)

4. Retuned the controller algorithms which resulted in a considerable improvement of the lane keeping performance of the truck on straight sections of roadway. The system was capable of autonomous driving at speeds up to 55 mph on straight roads. The maximum speed was limited only by the length of straight-aways and the road curvature on the Mn/ROAD low volume test track (see Figs. 2.5, 2.6, 2.7) without the noticeable oscillation which occurred in earlier experiments.

Figure 2.5 The “dog bone” shaped low volume test road used for our experiments. The research building is located just above the lower curve of the test track.
Figure 2.6  Research building at MnROAD test facility. The GPS antenna used for generating a correction signal is mounted on the roof peak on the far right (can be barely seen to the left of the flag on the right flagpole).

Figure 2.7  A view of the road curvature at the northwest end of the track.
5. Developed, integrated and successfully tested a new version of the truck's steering software that adjusted, in real time, the look-ahead distance and the gyro gains of the preview controller according to the curvature of the upcoming road segment. This modification significantly reduced the lateral errors on the curves that were observed in the past. The performance of our preview based controller compares very well with human driving where lateral errors of the same magnitude were recorded (worst case around 25 cm). Details and results are described in Appendix B.

Two safety related improvements were the addition of a securely attached seat with a seatbelt for the workstation operator in the rear cab of the truck, and the removal of all power electronics (a large 24 volt splitter and two 120 volt inverters) from the cab to separate enclosed aluminum cabinets located behind the cab.

During the course of the year we verified the robustness of the SAFETRUCK system by scheduling numerous demonstrations of SAFETRUCK’s autonomous lane keeping behavior to interested parties (many of them from out of state or from other countries) while operating at different speeds and under various weather conditions including driving on snow covered roads. We also were able to demonstrate that the control system works well while the Navistar is pulling a loaded semitrailer.

2.3 Development of a new PC based control system

To demonstrate that the GPS based vehicle control systems will run on less expensive (and more rugged) hardware we implemented a second system that uses a PC (i.e. based on an “IBM PC” compatible computer) and off the shelf I/O cards to control the truck. PC compatible computers
are available in a number of configurations from standard desktops and laptops to the very compact STD and PC-104 buses that are becoming a standard in industrial control applications. Software developed on one of these platforms is readily ported to another since they all share the same basic hardware architecture. A PC based system can be installed in another vehicle (a snowplow for instance) much more readily than the larger multiprocessor VME bus system that is presently installed in the sleeper of the Navistar. We have been able to successfully control the truck using a PC as small as a 20 MHz 80386 with an 80387 numeric coprocessor and have implemented the initial versions of both lateral (steering) and longitudinal (throttle and braking) controllers on such a platform. A schematic of the PC based system is shown in Figure 2.8.

![Schematic of the PC based control system]

Figure 2.8 An overall schematic of the current SAFETRUCK PC based control system.
We experimented with a "look down" lateral controller using the PC based system (as opposed to the "look ahead" or "pursuit algorithm" presently used with the VME system) and found that we could use a digitally filtered history of the steering position to dampen a slow back and forth oscillation that we experience when we do not use the yaw rate gyro that is used on the VME system for the same purpose. There is a tradeoff however: the "look down" controller gains must be adjusted to a level that makes the system more sensitive to noise in the GPS signal than the VME system using the "pursuit algorithm". Work will continue on both systems to improve stability in the presence of noise and in response to rapidly changing lateral commands.

Two graphs indicating speed and actuator position vs. time illustrate the performance of the longitudinal controller and are shown in Figure 2.9. Presently both the throttle and brake actuators have software limits placed on the positions to which they can travel. The throttle has been limited to 50% (more than enough for a 400 hp engine in an unloaded truck on a closed test track). The brakes have various limits that depend on the current velocity. For example, it takes considerable braking action to keep the truck at a standstill against the pull of the idling engine when the automatic transmission shifts itself down into first gear, so the limit is increased at very slow speeds. The brake actuator has a certain amount of "stiction" that makes it resistant to precise positioning with a smooth input signal. We found it responded better to the sharp step commands shown in the lower graph of Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9 Graphs showing the response of the SAFETRUCK and its PC based longitudinal controller to a commanded velocity profile. The upper figure shows the commanded velocity and the resulting actual truck velocity as measured by the GPS receiver (5 Hz). The lower figure shows the corresponding throttle and brake positions that were set by our controller.
2.4 Evaluation of In-Vehicle GPS-Based Lane Position Sensing For Preventing Road Departure

Determining a vehicle’s lateral position in a highway lane is important for many applications - preventing run-off-the-road accidents, determining erratic driving behavior based on vehicle motion, providing feedback to the driver under low visibility conditions, etc. We developed a systematic method for quantifying the dynamic performance of Differential GPS, in particular, the Novatel RT-20 DGPS unit. This is achieved by using an image processing approach.

Novatel’s RT-20 Double Differencing Carrier Phase Measurement System is specified to achieve real-time positioning performance of better than 20 cm nominal accuracy. In a paper that we presented at the IEEE Conference on ITS, held in Boston in November, 1997 (included in Appendix A), we documented the experimental conditions and the results from a series of dynamic tests carried out on the RT-20 to verify its actual accuracy while on a moving vehicle. The approach that we adopted incorporates synchronized data acquisition using two separate computer systems, and experimental verification of the computational latency of the RT-20. We co-aligned a digital camera with the GPS antenna on the truck, so that accurately located square templates on the road could be imaged while the truck drove around the MnROAD low volume test track. These templates (based on floor tiles) were positioned at survey nails adjacent to the road and were precisely oriented along the North axis. The image processing scheme achieved high accuracy by taking advantage of subpixel resolution in the image processing algorithm. Since the axis of the GPS antenna was aligned with the center of the digital camera’s imaging pixel field, errors could be calculated by accurately locating the position and orientation of the tiles in the image. These images were acquired at precisely 30 frames per second.
Synchronization was needed in order to align the 5 Hz of GPS signal acquisition with the acquired images. The details are described in the paper.

The image processing algorithms (not described in the paper due to page limitations in the conference proceedings) that were used to calculate the dynamic error performance specifications for the DGPS included (in order):

- Thresholded image.
- Edge Detection: Used 2nd derivative filter based on Laplace of Gaussian (LoG) Filter - (7x7 Kernel).
- Verified the presence of an edge using a 1st degree Sobel filter.
- Used a modified Hough Transform based on the magnitudes of a 1st degree filter to find the most dominant lines which framed the tile template.
- Found the intersection of lines to identify the corners of the tile.
- Calculated the orientation of the tile and the offset of the designated tile corner from the image center.

Our results indicated that the RT-20 system exhibited a mean error of 2.03 cm in the lateral direction, and 3.16 cm in the longitudinal direction (note that both lateral and longitudinal are with respect to the moving truck) while moving at speeds ranging from 15 mph through 40 mph. The corresponding error standard deviations were 1.98 cm and 34.87 cm respectively. Our main interest was in the lateral positioning performance of the RT-20, which turned out to be very good. Furthermore, we believe that the longitudinal error standard deviation exhibited by the RT-20 can be further reduced by using an algorithm that eliminates the outlier data points.
2.5 Experiments with loss of GPS signal lock

We verified the effect of GPS signal drop outs (for example when going under overpasses) on the performance of the truck’s lane keeping. We looked into the new GPS dual frequency receiver technology, in which position accuracy reaches the desired specifications within 2 to 3 minutes after loss of satellite lock (rather than the 20+ minutes of our present system). We also made modifications to the Kalman filter software. The Kalman filter will provide an optimal estimate of the position of the truck in the presence of uncertain, noise in the GPS signal and in the Inertial Navigation System sensors. Testing of the Kalman filters was postponed to a later phase of the project.

We are planning experiments and a demonstration of SAFETRUCK on actual highways, rather than the MnRoad test track. These efforts to evaluate appropriate inertial measurement systems and dual frequency GPS receivers will continue in the next phase of our work.

We are in the process of examining sites for a new dual frequency DGPS base station within range of the Mn/ROAD facility.
CHAPTER 3

Human-Driver Interfaces for Steering and Road Departure Prevention

3.1 Virtual Rumble Strip

We developed and demonstrated the concept of a virtual rumble strip to warn drivers of lane departures. In this mode, instead of trying to autonomously steer the truck in the lane the navigation sensing subsystem watches for a specified lateral deviation outside of the current driving lane. The control system (i.e. the torque motor) then oscillates the steering wheel as if the truck was driving over a rumble strip embedded in the pavement.

3.2 Literature Review

In order to understand the role of lane keeping and intervention when a driver has lost control, we performed a review of the literature on the sensing methodologies for determining driver fitness. This review focused on fatigue and was completed in October, 1996. The review, developed as a presentation is included as Appendix C. A list of references follows the documented presentation. In order to evaluate other potential applications of our technology, an additional search of the literature was performed. The resulting extended bibliography (i.e. including abstracts) on driving behavior while under the influence of alcohol or drugs is attached as Appendix D.

3.3 Heads Up Display

We worked on the development and testing of a heads up display prototype (see Fig. 3.1) for providing a driver with lane boundaries when visibility is poor (for example under the white out
conditions experienced by a snowplow driver during a snowstorm). In particular, the work performed included the following:

- Ported the Heads Up Display (HUD) software developed earlier on an SGI based machine to a PC based (Windows 95 - 32 bit) computer. (The software was based on the Microsoft Visual C++ object oriented environment).

- Integrated a steering wheel/throttle/brake pedal system into the PC based HUD software for laboratory simulation, demonstration and evaluation of the HUD.

- Implemented 3-D road data structure in order to facilitate traveling on hilly roads.

- Redesigned the system and reduced the size of various subsystems so that they can be readily installed into the truck’s cab, including the scan converter and power adapter.

- Evaluated commercially available GPS navigation systems e.g., DeLorme GPS and Street Atlas, in order to determine how accompanying digital maps can be used and integrated into our system.

- Modified software to accommodate inputs from a steering wheel and throttle/brake set to the HUD system. These simulated human steering wheel control (as opposed to the previously used keyboard inputs).
• Completed the calibration of the virtual focusing mechanism of the HUD system which resulted in projecting clear road images on the combiner glass, focused about 20 ft. out in front of the combiner. (See Figs. 3.2a, b, c)

• Developed a serial driver for the PC that successfully reads GPS coordinates in real time from the NovAtel RT-20 GPS receiver system.

• Installed the HUD system inside the truck. This installation consisted of a fixture to mount the HUD projector and combiner in the truck’s cab so that the fixture adjusts to the driver’s height. (See Fig. 3.3)

• Developed an automatic steering control simulator for demonstrating the HUD system in the laboratory or in a stationary truck. This newer version of the software included a simple vehicle dynamic model. This eliminated the need for real time steering and acceleration inputs when doing stationary demonstrations and experiments.

• Increased the computational speed of the perspective projection algorithm.

Figure 3.1  Heads up Display (Delco DataView) after-market unit. Projector on right is normally mounted to vehicle cab ceiling. Combiner is supported on left.
Figure 3.2 a. Heads Up Display Combiner when camera lens focus is on combiner and using flash. (Note that lane boundaries are barely visible because of flash.)

Figure 3.2 b. Heads Up Display Combiner when camera lens focus is on combiner. No flash used. (Note that lane boundaries are out of focus when camera lens is focused on combiner.)
Figure 3.2c  Heads Up Display image of lane boundaries when focus of camera lens is 20 ft. out. (Combiner is barely visible. Combiner support is out of focus.)

Figure 3.3  HUD projector mounted in cab with combiner mounted over the steering wheel in the driver's field of view.
CHAPTER 4

COLLISION AVOIDANCE WARNING AND CONTROL STRATEGIES

We have developed a new collision avoidance strategy, the ‘virtual bumper’ and tested it in simulation for vehicles operating on highways. The virtual bumper is a 2-dimensional control strategy that provides both steering and throttle/braking actuation to maneuver a vehicle in a dynamic environment in order to avoid obstacles and other vehicles. This algorithm has its roots in impedance control and is integrated with a heuristic-based system. We developed this concept to be capable of responding to both normal and emergency driving conditions. Under all circumstances, the vehicle dynamic limits are incorporated in order to ensure that the control commands are within safe levels. The virtual bumper will attempt to avoid a collision and will at least, minimize the magnitude of an unavoidable collision (collision mitigation). This approach like all others, cannot guarantee that a collision will be avoided.

The virtual bumper is implemented using two separate impedance control loops. One loop is the longitudinal impedance control loop and controls the velocity of the host. This loop acts to maintain the desired headway to target vehicles ahead, as well as to provide emergency braking. The other loop is the lateral impedance control loop with a set of heuristics integrated into its feedback loop. This loop is responsible for maintaining lateral spacing between the host and adjacent target vehicles as well as performing lane change maneuvers. The heuristics provide a mechanism for deciding which is the desired lane for travel and controls the lane change maneuver for both normal and emergency driving conditions. When these loops execute in parallel, the host is provided with control that steers and accelerates/brakes the vehicle to avoid collisions (or at least mitigate the effect of a collision).
Most of the work done to date on control strategies for highway vehicles has been developed in a traditional simulation environment. In order to expedite development, the virtual bumper is developed in a real-time simulation environment. In this simulation environment, the control software executes on a control computer running a real-time operating system, and controls the modeled dynamic behavior of the vehicle under test. Models, which characterize the actual behavior of each sensor, interact with objects represented by solid models in the graphically simulated environment.

This type of simulation allows us to evaluate much more than the virtual bumper algorithm. For example, with this approach we are able to evaluate sensor latency issues, controller bandwidth requirements, process timing issues, etc. In addition, when the simulation testing is completed, this software is debugged and ready for implementation on the real vehicle. This form of simulation allows us to move rapidly towards real world implementation.

For this first investigation of the virtual bumper, objects in the environment are sensed using an array of radar range sensors. We introduce a methodology for evaluating the sensor placement on a vehicle driving in a highway environment. This approach involves a graphical tool which characterizes the ability of a given sensor configuration to meet our sensing requirements. We then use an iteration process to determine the final sensor configuration -- an array of fourteen radar units.

To test the functionality of the virtual bumper, several driving scenarios were evaluated. The scenarios consider both normal driving situations as well as emergency driving conditions. The
normal driving scenarios demonstrated that the control algorithm operates the vehicle similar to the way a human would. This is important because a comfortable and predictable (i.e. intuitive) system response is required for achieving driver acceptance. The emergency scenarios demonstrated that the strategy is capable of reacting appropriately while maintaining safe acceleration/deceleration levels for the vehicle. This evaluation has shown that the virtual bumper can provide safe vehicle control for a broad range of driving situations.

We prepared an extensive report that documents the virtual bumper control strategy design and the simulation results. This report is published separately under the title, “The Virtual Bumper – A Control Based Collision Avoidance System for Highway Vehicles.”
Chapter 5

Outreach Activities

The first successful public demonstration of the SAFETRUCK vehicle navigating the MnROAD low volume test road occurred at the April 10-11, 1997, meeting of the Automated Vehicle Controls and Safety Systems (AVCSS) Committee of ITS America, held in the Twin Cities.

We have reported on our work in a number of settings. The following have been presented and published:


KARE 11 TV devoted a segment of its 10:00 o’clock news program on September 9th, 1997, to our work relating to the SAFETRUCK and HUD system.

Our work was cited in a number of national publications. Reference to our work appeared in:


CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

We have for several years been pursuing safety as a top priority in our research and development efforts towards enhanced driver assistive systems for heavy vehicles, both for the tractor trailer and most recently for a snowplow.

We are focused on improving the safety of rural roads. Crashes on rural roads, especially 2-lane roads, account for a disproportionate number of fatalities and severe injuries compared to crashes in urban areas and on urban and rural freeways in Minnesota. A third of the crashes on Minnesota rural roads occur due to inadvertent lane departure, often because of driver fatigue. Even though only about 50% of the vehicle miles traveled are on rural roads, a strikingly consistent 70+ percent of fatal crashes in Minnesota occur on these roads. These numbers are representative of many states and are not unique to Minnesota. All agree that most accidents are due to human error. We feel that a focus on technologies that assist the driver will reap the greatest gains in the shortest term.

For northern tier states, solutions for vehicles traveling on rural roads must be compatible with their northern climate: extreme cold temperatures; large and rapid temperature swings; and, heavy and blowing snow along with the action of snowplows on the road surface. Lane stripes deteriorate so quickly that they must be repainted every year in urban areas and every two years in rural parts of the state. These conditions limit the likelihood that infrastructure-dependent solutions (especially, those with forms of sensing that must be applied on or in pavement) will be deployed quickly and broadly enough to take advantage of the potentially impressive safety
benefits possible in the near term (5 to 10 years). For the above reasons, much of our research to date (described in this report) has involved the use of differentially-corrected GPS as the tool for vehicle guidance. Our research and demonstrations to date have demonstrated for the first time that DGPS can be used for lane keeping. Much however remains to be done.

We estimate that the complexity and cost of in-vehicle systems to support any of the currently proposed road sensing systems will be approximately the same. The key for realization of the potential safety benefits will be deployability of both the in-vehicle and infrastructure elements. To address the majority of road miles where our worst safety problems exist, we believe deployment of base stations to provide differential corrections for GPS signals is more feasible in the near term than other alternatives. This is certainly true for those portions of the country that are not mountainous, and when other applications of DGPS can be used to leverage the installations costs of base stations.

Over the one million mile and/or ten year operational life of a maintenance or commercial vehicle, there are many more accidents per truck than per passenger car (through no fault of the professional truck driver, who often has a safer driving record and more experience). An investment in safety technology by the maintenance agency or a truck operator can be amortized over a longer period than the same investment by a car owner and represents a smaller fraction of the cost of the vehicle. As such, we feel that snow plow and commercial freight operators are likely to be the first users of such technologies. Furthermore, professional truck drivers represent a more homogeneous group for testing and evaluating technologies.
Since truck manufacturers are integrators and acquire technologies as needed to meet the individual customer's requirements, they are more likely to take advantage of new developments by other suppliers and are not constrained to only consider technologies that can be scaled to very high manufacturing volume. The American truck manufacturing industry is fragmented into eight players with margins inadequate to directly support much internal investment in R & D. As such, they are more receptive to trying concepts that can be shown to be effective and viable. However, given their size and market, they are averse to risk. As such, the trucking industry represents a market where government leadership is needed to help establish industry wide collaborative organizations which are capable of integrating and performing objective evaluations of new technology which may reap significant near-term benefits.

The benefits are not insignificant for the rest of the driving public. Statistics show that the victims of truck accidents are often not the truck drivers themselves. Rather, over 85% of associated fatalities are the people around the truck, not in it.

Poor visibility conditions cause a large percentage of crashes each year. The inability to see road boundaries, obstacles, and other vehicles on the road is especially of concern during the winter. Snowplow drivers in particular are affected because they must often drive when visibility is poor, when roads are snow covered and lanes are, therefore, hard to discern. There are serious safety and economic repercussions if snowplows can’t do their jobs. By focusing attention on technologies that help the snow plow operator, we help the rest of the driving public, whether it is by keeping the roads open to the movement of people or freight, or by facilitating the passage of emergency vehicles.
We feel that technologies which improve truck safety and serve to assist the driver will most likely come to market first and therefore will lead the rest of the industry to improvements. Efforts to develop and deploy these technologies will be enhanced by public investment. Mn/DOT operates about 800 snow plows statewide. The number of snow plows in Minnesota is many times more when county, city and private fleets are considered. The number of snow plows in North America are many times more than what exists in Minnesota when other snow belt states and Canada are considered. If new technologies can be demonstrated as credible, then this vehicle base might be large enough to support additional private investment in heavy vehicle technology development. If these same technologies are transferable to the commercial vehicle fleet and small vehicles, and if prices drop, the potential safety benefits can be multiplied dramatically.

It is our belief that public support of technologies to enhance snow plow safety and productivity make them a prime target for early deployment, testing and evaluation. The safety and productivity gains due to these cross-cutting technologies apply equally as well to commercial vehicle fleets. Once proven on snow plow platforms, they are likely to migrate to the commercial vehicle platforms. As the market size increases, prices will eventually drop so that they become cost-effective for transit fleets and eventually for private automobiles.
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Abstract—
Determining a vehicle's lateral position in a highway lane is important for many applications - preventing run-off-the-road accidents, determining erratic driving behavior based on vehicle motion, providing feedback to the driver under low visibility conditions, etc. We present a systematic method for quantifying the dynamic performance of Differential GPS, in particular, the Novatel RT-20 DGPS unit. This is achieved by using an image processing approach.

Novatel's RT-20 Double Difference Carrier Phase Measurement System is specified to achieve real-time positioning performance of better than 20 cm nominal accuracy. This paper documents the results from a series of dynamic tests carried out on the RT-20 to verify its actual accuracy while on a moving vehicle. The approach adopted here incorporates synchronized data acquisition using two separate computer systems, and experimental verification of the computational latency of the RT-20. The image processing scheme used for this analysis achieved high accuracy by taking advantage of sub-pixel resolution in the image processing algorithm.

Our results indicate that the RT-20 system exhibited a mean error of 2.03 cm in the lateral direction, and 3.16 cm in the longitudinal direction (note that both lateral and longitudinal are with respect to the moving truck) while moving at speeds ranging from 15 mph to 40 mph. The corresponding error standard deviations were 1.98 cm and 34.87 cm respectively. Our main interest is in the lateral positioning performance of the RT-20, which turns out to be very good. Furthermore, we believe that the longitudinal error standard deviation exhibited by the RT-20 can be reduced further by using an algorithm that eliminates the outlier data points.

I. BACKGROUND
The University of Minnesota, in conjunction with the Minnesota Department of Transportation, is investigating means for reducing roadway departure incidents typically associated with driver fatigue. As part of this program, we are working on highway lane sensing strategies that can robustly operate under road and weather conditions typical of northern climates, and guidance systems that are capable of aggressive intervention, i.e. take over vehicle control in case the driver of the vehicle becomes incapacitated for whatever reason.

The methodology and experiments described here, represent the second phase of our efforts towards characterizing the NovAtel RT-20 differential GPS (DGPS) receiver for real-time dynamic positioning. Furthermore, we intend to use this or other DGPS in conjunction with inertial measurement for evaluating the ability of radar to detect obstacles under regular and adverse weather conditions. Recently, we also demonstrated the feasibility of using DGPS position information for projecting lane boundaries to the driver using a Heads-Up Display (projected on the front wind-shield) as an approach towards aiding driver perception of road edges and helping the driver make "informed" maneuvering decisions under poor visibility conditions.

The measurement methods for evaluating the dynamic accuracy of this or other DGPS are equally applicable towards characterizing many other lateral position sensing systems (e.g. magnetic tape, vision based systems etc.). We begin with a description of our experiment design, and then give a detailed account of the evaluation results for the NovAtel RT-20 Differential GPS.

In the first phase of DGPS evaluation [1], we found that the Novatel RT-20 exhibited reasonably low error levels despite the fact that our experimental design at that time did not feature absolute synchronous data acquisition. However, even in a non-synchronous data acquisition mode, we are able to use the RT-20 as a principal lane-keeping sensor [5]. We re-designed our experimental setup to allow for time-stamped synchronous data collection. The results obtained in this second phase of DGPS evaluation show that the DGPS performs better than previously reported [4]. We are now working on modifying our controller to use the more efficient mode of data collection described further in this paper.

This paper also features a discussion on the internal latency of the RT-20, and presents our approach used for experimental measurement of the RT-20's internal latency.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The ground truth used for all these experiments was the set of pre-surveyed location coordinates in the State Plane system (referred to later as survey-nails), lining the Mn/Road research facility's low volume test road. Figure 1 illustrates the Mn/Road pavement test road and the survey-nails along the track. We ran several experimen-
tal runs using survey-nails numbered 194 through 179 (in that order while travelling in the North-West direction) for the experiments described here. White ceramic tiles measuring 12"x12" (accurate to within 0.1 mm) were placed at each survey-nail such that one corner of each tile was located exactly at the survey-nail. The tile corners that were placed exactly on the survey nails were marked for later reference during the image processing. The tiles were aligned with the South-North axis in order to verify the orientation angle made by the truck during the runs. The white tiles provided a good contrast against the color and texture of the road for image processing. Figure 2 depicts the principle of relative measurement used in our evaluation. DGPS specified positions were compared with those of the pre-surveyed survey-nails in image processing, and error offsets were generated. This is described in section 4.

We aligned a CCD camera with high shutter speed (1/4000 sec) directly below the GPS receiver antenna and mounted them as a unit about a foot off the side of the truck (see Figure 3). A computer-controlled time-stamp VCR (JVC BR-S322 DXU) recorded the images of the tile from the camera and encoded each frame with a time-stamp.

Fig. 2. Calculation of Dynamic Errors based on Tile Images

The real-time accuracy of this VCR was specified to be no worse than 1.8 seconds per hour (about 1 part in 2000). We used two separate computer systems to accomplish the synchronized data collection, which was the most important feature of these experiments. A PC laptop (C1) running the Novatel WinSat software was used to record the data logs sent out by the RT-20 over the COM 1 serial port. While position data was logged regularly at a rate of 5 Hz, GPS time-stamp data was logged in response to triggers supplied by the second computing system, viz. a Motorola MVME 147 embedded processor running VxWorks (C2). During each run, C2 sent out "mark pulses" at regular intervals of 200 ms (frequency of 5Hz) to the "mark input" of the RT-20 system. For each pulse sent out, C2 recorded the corresponding time-stamp from the VCR and the rate gyro data, while C1 recorded the GPS time-stamp sent out by the RT-20, and also the other data logs specified at startup. Figure 4 shows the signal timing diagram that was used as a reference in the present experimental design. The first row illustrates the "mark pulse" (specified by Novatel Communications Ltd.). The second row shows the mark time log referenced as the "MKTA GPS time-stamp signal" corresponding to the instant of detection of the falling edge of the "mark pulse" by the RT-20, that is sent out to C1. Row 3 shows the P20A position data signals as bands of pulses packed together in sets regularly spaced at 200 ms. The next two rows show the VCR time stamp data (corresponding to the falling edge of the mark pulse), and the gyro data, that are recorded (by C2) after the "mark pulse" is sent out by C2. Figure 5 illustrates the interconnections between the different pieces of hardware used in the setup. Note that for the present set of survey nails, it was not necessary to use the rate gyro data for computing any geometrical compensations.

Attempts were first made to extract the GPS computed data from the RT-20 using one of the available built-in transputer links, based on the idea that such an approach might possibly eliminate the delay involved in serial data acquisition. However we ran into complications with the availability of a necessary synchronizing clock signal accurate to within 40 ns, and developing a custom interface using a link adapter. Further research revealed that the primary cause for the quoted 70 ms nominal latency in the data log was the high processing overhead on the transputer, and as such, "faster" data acquisition would not change the basic latency.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Two discrete sets of experiments were conducted. One for the actual GPS data collection with the RT-20 for accuracy testing, and the other set for examining the latency in the data log transmitted by the RT-20 over its serial port.

A. GPS Data Collection

Eight runs were made along the portion of the Mn-Road track identified earlier, at speeds ranging from 15
mph through 40 mph. These runs were done one after the other spanning over 2 hours. Before starting the first run, enough time (approximately 45 minutes) was allowed for the RT-20 to converge to an accurate solution. We used the P20A position data log along with the MKTA GPS time-stamp data log at 9600 baud and monitored the differential correction flag to ensure that differential correction signals were being received.

at which a measurement in space corresponding to a transmission was made, and the the instant at which the serial transmission began. Note that the computational latency together with the data acquisition delay (time required for the data to travel on the serial line to the host data acquisition computer) comprises the total latency associated with a given data log.

With technical guidance from NovAtel, we were able to measure the latency of the RT-20 using signals that are available at the output connectors of the unit. We used

the following signals:

- "Measurement made" signal = Pin 3 on the DB 9 connector marked as I/O on the RT-20 unit.
- Ground for "measurement made" signal = Pins 6,7,8 on the I/O DB 9 connector.
- Serial data was acquired over the COM1 line (DB 9: Pin 3).
- Ground for the serial data was provided on COM1 line (DB 9: Pin 5).

All measurements were made with a scopemeter (Fluke 105B Scopemeter Series II) which had provision for freezing the display of waveforms to be measured; this helped us make accurate measurements using the provided cursors. Figure 6 shows a sample latency measurement setup on the screen of the scope meter. The time-phase difference between the "measurement made" signal and the first appearance of the serial data is the computational latency (shown as 64 ms in Figure 6).
IV. Data Processing

We processed only those GPS data that had a corresponding reference measurement (based on a tile image stored by the VCR at that time instant) against which to determine its absolute accuracy. Subsequent steps involved the conversion of position coordinates provided by GPS (in degrees latitude, longitude) to State Plane coordinates, the determination of the error offsets using the data from the images, and conversion of final errors back to the truck (i.e. the local travelling) coordinate system. Since this experimental design used GPS time-stamps to achieve record matching in the time domain, the position estimates provided by the P20A RT-20 log were interpolated based on their time-stamps, and the corresponding time stamps provided by the MKTA RT-20 log. Each P20A log captures the time at which satellite data was received and the position solution computation began. The MKTA time-stamp captures the GPS-time that is aligned with the VCR frame time-stamp. We use the MKTA time-stamp to interpolate the position stored in two consecutive P20A logs. Thus for every VCR frame, we have a corresponding GPS specified position. Image processing of the VCR frame results in the identification of the true position of the truck at that instant. This is then compared with the GPS specified position, and the error is determined.

A. Image Processing

The Image Processing Subsystem (IPS) consisting of a group of appropriate algorithms, was developed in order to extract the error “offsets” from the images of tiles. The images were first digitized from the video cassette taped on the JVC VCR, using a Silicon Graphics workstation. Each image (Figure 7 shows a sample video image) was then processed using the IPS. The IPS is briefly described below.

![Image](image_url)

**General Description of the IPS:** After the image file name is specified, the IPS loads up the image. This is followed by specifying the location of the “mask” window (of pre-determined size dependent on the true size of the tile) such that the mask surrounds the tile in the image. Separate routines then perform the edge detection (using a Laplacian of Gaussian Kernel), and line fitting (using the Hough Transform) operations on the tile. Next the program prompts for an identification of the tile corner ‘C’ at which the survey-nail was located. This is done manually based on visual recognition of a marking on the corner of the tile. This could have been automated but the time for developing the code was limited. The IPS proceeds to compute the error offsets (which from the IPS point of view are the coordinates of the corner 'C' w.r.t the center of the image) and the orientation angle of the truck (which is the angle made by the marked diagonal of the tile with the horizontal image axis in the clockwise direction). The IPS then creates a new record in the data file "info.asc" for the processed image and writes all the relevant computation results described in the previous section.

Other items are briefly described below:

- Input parameters to the IPS include the true tile size (e.g. 12’’), and the name of the image file containing that tile.
- The Image file name and the position of the mask (approximately centered over the tile in the image) are manually entered.
- The processing time per image is about 15 seconds.
- The Resolution of all the images processed was based on NTSC (640 x 480 pixels).
- The IPS generates results with sub-pixel level accuracy.
- A dynamic calibration is performed based on the true tile size for every image. Dimensionless scale factors $Sc_X$ and $Sc_Y$ (in the x and the y directions respectively) are returned in the record for that image in the output data file. The offsets (in the x and the y directions) reported by the IPS in the output file are divided by $Sc_X$ and $Sc_Y$ respectively to get the values of the offsets in actual units (inches).

V. Results and Discussion

Figures 8 and 9 show the lateral and longitudinal errors that we determined in the RT-20 position solution. The mean lateral error was found to be -2.03 cm, while the mean longitudinal error was 3.16 cm. The corresponding error standard deviations were 1.98 cm, and 3.87 cm respectively. We collected 91 data samples from 8 runs over the portion of the track indicated earlier. This represents a statistical level of confidence of 99 percent.

Note that the longitudinal errors in this case do not need to be compensated for latency. Synchronization and record matching for data processing are both done on the basis of GPS time-stamps, which indicate the exact time at which the signals were captured from the GPS satellite, to which the finally computed GPS data correspond. It is not necessary to know when the computations were actually completed (start-time + latency) inside the RT-20; because in this experimental design, we do not "synchronize" based
example, if a rate gyro is to be tested, we can use the angle information derived from image processing to compute the rate of angle change, and compare with the measurement provided by the rate gyro.

In closing, it is important to note that the methods and the analysis of the Novatel RT-20 was motivated by the following two concerns:

1. The need to evaluate the performance of high accuracy, high bandwidth lateral position sensing technologies (DGPS, magnetic striping/magnetometer methods etc.) for a variety of applications including driver-assistive vehicle control systems [5].

2. The need for sensors that can provide instantaneous real-time position information used for an augmented display (such as a Heads-Up-Display) that would project the future course of the road on the windshield for navigational assistance under poor visibility conditions.

Our interest is clearly in the lateral positioning performance of the RT-20, which turns out to be very good. However, we think it is important to also investigate the causes for the large residual error standard deviations in the longitudinal direction, so that we can directly use the RT-20 or other similar systems, for evaluating other types of sensors, such as radar.

One of the issues that will ultimately limit the RT-20’s use is a loss in satellite lock. If it takes a long time to re-converge every time that we go under an overpass, then other sensors will have to be used and evaluated, e.g., a dual frequency GPS receiver such as the Novatel RT-2 which recovers within a minute after a complete loss of lock. Furthermore, we have found that going under overpasses does not always lead to a loss of lock. Reasonable performance can often be maintained. One solution to the satellite loss of lock problem is to put a receiver at the front and back of the truck, and synchronize the two of them. This study has also not evaluated the multipath rejection capabilities of the unit, a subject for further study.
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Abstract—
In order to reduce the number of road departure accidents caused by fatigue and driver inattention, we are investigating intervention strategies during critical situations, part of a human centered approach to vehicle control. Alarms and warning devices are for the most part ineffective since their effects on a fatigued driver are only short term. We have designed and integrated a system which monitors the vehicle/driver’s behavior noninvasively and takes over control if and when the driver does not react appropriately. During such an event, the vehicle would be steered over to the next appropriate shoulder and brought to a safe stop.

We are using a preview based controller implemented on a Navistar 9400 series tractor-trailer comprised of a "pursuit" algorithm which steers the vehicle towards goal points on the road, stored in the form of a digital map. This map which represents the roadway’s geometry (including lane characteristics and details regarding shoulders) is generated by previously recording the corresponding DGPS coordinates of the road.

A Novatel RT–20 second generation DGPS system is the primary sensor modality for providing feedback of the vehicle’s position and orientation with respect to a global coordinate system (in our case the State Plane Coordinate System) with a yaw rate gyro providing additional feedback. Heading error and yaw rate are used to control the truck’s steering control subsystem.

This lateral control system, the first system using DGPS for truck lane keeping on a standard road, has been successfully demonstrated through field experiments at the Minnesota Department of Transportation’s Mn/ROAD research facility. In this paper, we focus on the computer control of steering.

I. INTRODUCTION

In cooperation with the Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT), we are working to reduce road departure accidents by investigating emerging sensing and control technologies as they apply to trucks. Eighty nine (89%) percent of the roads in Minnesota are rural. Even though these rural roads carry fifty three (53%) percent of the Vehicle Miles Travelled (VMT), seventy two (72%) percent of highway fatalities occur on such roads. Run-off-the-road accidents in particular, represent a significant portion (over 30%) of all vehicle accidents and highway fatalities in Minnesota and nationwide [1]. Our goal is to prevent such accidents by taking over vehicle control if loss of manual control is imminent. This project, part of the SAFETRUCK program in Minnesota, is one of several underway investigating a virtual bumper for collision avoidance, heads up displays, radar sensors, etc., whose goal is to evaluate safety oriented technologies that can assist the driver.

Our strategy for road departure prevention differs from other approaches in that no matter what the cause of imminent road departure i.e., driver fatigue, illness, intoxication, inattention, etc., our system intervenes and steers the vehicle to the next appropriate shoulder and brings it to a safe stop. Visual or audible warning systems may be incorporated into the driver’s dreams and as such may not ultimately work for the seriously fatigued individual. Our system, which includes embedded real time processors, a suite of sensors and a direct drive steering unit constantly monitors the vehicle/driver’s behavior noninvasively and takes over control, if and when the driver is not responding in a normal manner. Therefore, the basis of our approach is the active coexistence of manual driving and a back up system capable of automatic steering.

The steering system first applies a resistive torque to prevent lane departure (unless the turn signal is activated), with this torque increasing as the offset from lane center increases. Subsequently, a "virtual" rumble strip excites the steering wheel through a vibratory torque to remind the driver through tactile feedback of imminent lane departure. If the "aberrant" behavior persists, as determined by any one or more indicators such as steering wheel angle vs steering wheel angular rate [6], eye blink/shape characteristics, vehicle lateral position [7], then the system will actively steer the vehicle off the road and safely park it on the shoulder. Many researchers are interested in the factors which predict fatigue and their effectiveness at indicating loss of control. This is not the subject of this paper. Our emphasis here is on the response if the predictors indicate loss of control.

Our focus has been on heavy vehicles, because they represent the first likely use of the technology. Given the longer life of trucks (at least a million miles on the road over a typical span of ten years), it has been shown that the accident rate during the life of a vehicle is higher for a truck than for an automobile (1.99 vs 0.76 accidents/vehicle life). Thus the technology is far more likely to be needed and one has the added benefit of a longer period to amortize its cost. An additional argument for considering trucks is the fact that accident severity is much larger for trucks due to their higher inertia. Furthermore, in the event of an accident, it is the non-truck occupant who is most affected (87% fatalities and 75% of non-fatal injuries).

The RALPH system developed at Carnegie Mellon University [2] and the Crewman’s Associate for Path Control (CAPC) system of the University of Michigan [4] rely on a time-to-lane crossing (TLC) algorithm to warn the driver...
of imminent road departures. TLC represents the time until the vehicle crosses one of the road boundaries under the assumption that its speed and steering wheel angle remains unchanged. TLC has long been known to be an important factor in human driving behavior [8], [9]. LeBlanc and his co-workers [4] indicate that integrating active intervention into the CAPC system to provide lateral control is in order. They go on to say that their intervention strategy when implemented will be based on differential braking rather than on steering control. In our approach, the steering system "co-drives" with the driver at all times. This strategy may be contrasted with other autonomous road-following systems which remove the driver completely from the steering loop. These systems are engaged in either autonomous or manual driving modes e.g., for platooning at high speeds, but do not work in tandem [3].

One of the important features which distinguishes our system from others is its use of Differential Global Positioning Sensing (DGPS). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first steering control system which uses DGPS for lane keeping on a standard road. The widespread demand for highly accurate correction signals, more and more sources of these signals are becoming available throughout the country. In fact, a network of radio transmitted correction signals are already commercially available across wide areas of Minnesota and Iowa in order to provide the agricultural community with signals for their combines, spreaders and other moving machinery.

Our methodology uses preview based control, implemented as a "pursuit" algorithm which steers towards goal points on the road, stored in the form of a digital map. This map represents the roadway’s geometry (including lane parameters and details regarding shoulders) and is generated by previously recording the corresponding DGPS coordinates of the road. Such maps could be stored on a CD-ROM and would be made available for different regions of the country, not unlike traditional maps. Current DGPS readings received as the vehicle moves, are compared to goal points on the digital map and along with yaw rate measurements of the vehicle, provided by a yaw gyro, are used to generate a steering command to the low-level steering PD controller. Our system constantly monitors the controlled heading angle error. Computer initiated intervention is felt by the driver only when the error exceeds certain limits. We will show by examples how the gyro term in the preview based controller and the size of the preview distance as a function of the road curvature affect truck's performance measured by the absolute lateral error.

In the following, we will describe the hardware and the control software organization. We will then present experimental results of automatic steering of the truck at various speeds and at geometrically different road sections.

II. THE SAFETRUCK VEHICLE

Our system has been tested on a Navistar 9400 series sleeper cab at the Mn/ROAD research laboratory. This

1Note, that the system to be described here is the simplest of a set of various controllers which we plan on testing in the future.

pavement technology research facility is located 40 miles northwest of the Twin Cities. It is used to study the effects of vehicle loadings and weather conditions on a variety of pavement structures and types. Mn/ROAD includes a 3.9 km, two lane low volume road with a racetrack-like configuration; two S-link turn reversals exist at each end (right/right/right or left/right/right).

A. The Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS)

The primary sensor modality of the SAFETRUCK is Novatel's RT-20 global positioning system. The RT-20 DGPS receiver provides the X, Y state plane coordinates of the truck at a rate of 5Hz. One GPS antenna and a differential correction antenna are mounted on top of the truck. The differential correction antenna continuously receives correcting signals from a GPS receiver mounted on the roof of a nearby research building.

The reasons for choosing GPS over other sensing technologies are its off-the-shelf, real-time, high accuracy and its ever expanding commercial use, which tends to drive its cost down. The static and kinematic accuracy of the system has been verified experimentally to be within 5cm in the direction perpendicular to the vehicle motion [5]. In addition to this, GPS systems can perform equally well under unfavorable weather conditions, i.e., snow-covered highways, white out conditions, heavy rain and fog, etc. This is an important issue when applying this technology to environments with unpredictable and quickly changing weather conditions such as those that prevail in Minnesota.

Like most systems, GPS-based position sensing has drawbacks as well. There may be occasions in which satellite signals are lost, e.g., when driving under overpasses. In order to compensate for this type of limitation, an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is used.

It is important to note that in addition to using the GPS generated data, the experimental results which will be described in the following sections, were obtained by using a fiber optic 16 bit angular rate gyro (AUTOGYRO Navigator, from Andrew Corporation) used for determining yaw rate.

B. The Steering Sub-system

The steering actuator system consists of a torque motor concentric with the steering wheel shaft operating in a direct drive mode. It is capable of applying up to 40 ft-lb of torque. The steering sub-system was designed "around" the existing one. Its design allows the human driver to always be in command. That is, the human driver can overpower the steering motor when he or she wishes to do so. The steering wheel angle encoder used for feedback has a resolution of 1.4°.

C. The Embedded and Host Computer Systems

A portable Unix-based computer (Sparc-laptop) serves as the host computer which is used for code development and cross compilation. Three MVME147 Motorola single board computers communicate across the VME bus and
form the core of an embedded multi-processing environment. An off-the-shelf d+I board with various modules provide channels for A/D and D/A conversion, as well as I/O for counters and incremental encoders. Other boards mounted on the VME bus provide serial and parallel communication ports for interfacing various systems e.g., serial connections to the DGPS system.

Two uninterruptable power supplies (UPS) with their auxiliary batteries and inverters provide the required electric power to all computers and hardware components. The embedded processors run the VxWorks real time operating system chosen for its multi-tasking capabilities. A hierarchy of watchdog processors were integrated into the system to provide safe default switching conditions [10].

The description of our methodology which includes a pursuit algorithm as part of a preview-based steering controller follows in the next section.

III. ROAD DEPARTURE PREVENTION USING PREVIEW BASED CONTROL

As indicated in the introduction, an important component of our methodology is the availability of a digital map of the road on which automatic steering takes place. We create such digital maps by collecting DGPS data of the road to be traversed by the truck. Figure 1 shows the DGPS recording obtained for the southeast part of the Mn/ROAD low volume test track. The reason for focusing on this particular roadway section is due to fact that its ende denote the boundaries of two “washboard” gravel road sections which we generally wish to avoid. Once a digital map is created, we develop a series of linear segments which interpolate the DGPS data. One should note that the number of line segments for a particular road section may vary depending on the length and curvature of the segments. We have chosen (based on performance criteria) to set the length of the line segments at 3 m. The use of splines or other means to interpolate the DGPS data is another alternative which can be used to further improve system performance. This post-processing of DGPS data generates a map containing the goal points for steering the truck. All tests presented here were performed on the section from A to E. The locations denoted by B, C and D represent curvature transitions. The curvature geometry (which has a tighter radius than normal highways) limits our speeds on the curves, but represents a more difficult challenge.

A. Preview Based Lateral Control Using a Pursuit Algorithm

The idea of a pursuit algorithm for preview based lateral control is relatively simple. The pursuit algorithm examines goal points at a specified distance ahead of the vehicle. Once the goal point is found, the heading angle error is calculated. The angle between the tangents of the desired and of the actual heading is called the Heading Angle Error. The look ahead distance parameter can be adjusted to any value. In early field experiments, we set the look ahead distance to be 30 m on both the linear and curved segments of the road. However, there is a trade off to consider when choosing this parameter. The greater the look ahead distance the smoother the driving on straightaways (which becomes a factor at higher speeds), but the greater the lateral errors on curved road sections.

The larger lateral error on a curve when using a longer look ahead distance is a result of the algorithm steering towards a point farther around the curve. The vehicle moves to the inside of the curve in the same manner that a long trailer tracks to the inside of a curve when towed by a tractor that remains in the center of its lane. The version of preview control described here incorporates a mechanism which adaptively changes the look ahead distance depending on the road curvature (we use a greater look ahead distance for linear segments and a shorter look ahead distance for curved road segments). This modification results in relatively small lateral deviations around the curves.

Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the controller. The nomenclature is listed in Table I. The preview based controller produces a steered wheel angle command $\gamma$ given by $\gamma = K_x \Delta \alpha - K_\phi \delta \phi$. The first term of the preview controller is provided by the pursuit algorithm which computes the desired heading direction towards which we wish
the truck to drive. The actual heading or yaw angle of the truck is calculated by using the DGPS data and is then subtracted from the desired heading to determine the heading angle error $\Delta \alpha$. This quantity is multiplied by a gain $K_e$ to produce a steered wheel command. With only this type of preview ($K_e \neq 0$, $K_g = 0$), the performance of the truck during automatic steering exhibits considerable oscillations which would make any passenger nervous especially at higher speeds (35 mph and up). To eliminate this problem, we used an expanded version of preview control ($K_e \neq 0$, $K_g \neq 0$) shown in Figure 2. The second term is formed by multiplying the yaw rate of the truck, $\dot{\alpha}$ (provided by the yaw rate gyro), with a gain $K_g$. This new steered wheel command $\gamma = K_e \Delta \alpha - K_g \dot{\alpha}$ eliminates the considerable oscillatory behavior enabling the computer to steer the truck smoothly at tested speeds up to 55 mph. Finally, a steering controller tracks the steered wheel commanded inputs after they are transformed into steering wheel angle commands. This schematic explicitly shows how the human driver enters the loop and interacts with the controller.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results which are discussed in this section correspond to driving tests performed under computer steering control for the section of the Mn/ROAD facility shown in Figure 1. The experimental data focuses on the absolute value of the lateral deviation (i.e., the lateral error) from the desired path for several successively better controllers where the gyro gain and the preview distance were varied on the linear and curved sections of the road. Runs at different speeds were also performed. All data was collected at 100 Hz. One should also keep in mind that the data shown for each experimental test were stored in buffers of approximately the same size.

Figure 3 shows the absolute value of the deviation from the desired trajectory for the case where the gyro term is not included in the preview controller. The speed was kept at 35 mph on the straightaways and 15 mph on the curves. Preview was kept constant throughout at 30 m. Figure 3 clearly shows that the maximum absolute lateral error on the straightaway segment (AB) of Figure 1 can get as high as ~ 70cm. This oscillatory behavior is uncomfortable and is felt by the passengers when steering at higher speeds (greater than 30 mph). On the curved segment (BC) the absolute lateral error almost reaches 3.5 m and on the following segment (CD) about 2.5 m. This type of preview control ($K_g = 0$) represents the worst performance and is used here as a baseline for the significant improvements to be demonstrated in the following controllers.

To quantify the effect of preview, another experimental run was performed where the preview distance was set at 30 m on the straightaways and only 10 m on the curves. As in the previous case, gyro information was not included in the preview controller ($K_g = 0$). Figure 4 shows a considerable reduction of the lateral deviation on the curves. The worst case maximum lateral deviation during the linear segment (AB) (represented by data from 0 to 55 sec) occurs for a brief moment at ~ 75cm approximately the same as in the previous experiment, while the lateral deviation on the curved segments (BC) and (CD) was reduced to an average of about 15 cm with the worst error of 30 cm occurring when steering from a left to a right turn (transition at C, from the BC section to the CD section).

The third preview based steering controller adds the yaw rate gyro term into the preview based controller. Note that different preview distances are used for the linear and curved road segments. The preview distance was set to 30 m and to 10 m for the straight and curved road sections.
respectively. One may observe in Figure 5 that the absolute lateral path error is decreased on the straightaway segment (AB) to better than 20 cm. However, the error increases on the curved segments (BC) and (CD), up to a momentary 50 cm in the worst case. Note that on straightaways the system performance compares very well with that of human driving, where lateral errors of the same magnitude have been recorded (Figure 6). These results represent a typical run for a professional driver paying careful attention to the driving task and without any assistive devices.

The next experiment (Figure 7) is similar to the previous one (Figure 5) with the only difference being that the computer steers the vehicle while travelling at a higher speed of 45 mph on the straightaway section (AB) and 12 mph on the curved segments (BC) and (CD). Once more, gyro information and variable preview is incorporated in the preview based controller. This result demonstrates that the steering behavior is repeatable at higher speeds.

We can improve the performance of the system further by including the gyro term only on the straightaways while keeping variable preview for the linear and curved sections as we did earlier. Figure 8 shows the resulting improvement. Note that in this experiment one cannot discern from the graph data when the transition from the linear segment (AB) to the curved segment (BC) occurs. The lateral deviation error is kept below 27 cm on the straightaway segment (AB) and the first curved segment (BC) (from 0 to 100 sec) and averages around 15 cm for the curved section (CD—from 100 sec to 180 sec). The worst case error reaches a maximum (at the inflection point C) of 32 cm. One should keep in mind that the sampling period of the data presented in all the graphs is 100 Hz. The lateral deviation described by the previously mentioned maximum was not felt by the either the driver or the passengers.

In the last of the field experiments described here, we show how preventing road departure can be achieved. In this experiment, the human driver overpowers the steering motor and intentionally veers the vehicle over to the adjacent lane. This intentional human steering input simulates the situation in which a driver, either due to fatigue, inattention or other causes swerves from his own lane to an adjacent lane. Were the system to operate as a back up safety subsystem, then the computer steering input would overpower the human steering. The intentional human disturbance takes place on the linear segment of the road (AB).
This is depicted in Figure 9 by the sharp change in the lateral error which starts at about 25 sec into the experiment. As Figure 9 shows, the steering controller is able to drive the truck back on to the lane in which it was supposed to be. Again, the speed of the truck was kept at 35 mph.

V. DISCUSSION AND CLOSING REMARKS

In this paper, we presented a preview-based control strategy to prevent road departure of heavy vehicles by using primarily DGPS sensing.

The preview used was heading angle error information and information about the yaw rate of the truck. We showed through examples how the yaw gyro gains and the size of preview distance for the linear and curved road segments affect the truck’s performance as measured by its absolute lateral error. We demonstrated, through field experiments using a Navistar 9400 truck, that this controller was successful and also comfortable for the driver and passengers. It must be noted that no information about the dynamics of the truck was incorporated into our system. Due to the “simplicity” of the controller which does not need information about the truck’s dynamics, we believe that the experimental results presented in this paper set minimum performance standards for subsequent versions of more sophisticated controllers. In this respect, our system differs from others in which dynamic models of the vehicle have been part of the lane keeping strategy ([11], [12]).

We have also developed a dynamic model of the truck which we have verified experimentally [13]. In the next phase, we plan on using this dynamic model to implement a Kalman Filter for two reasons. First, it will help to improve the dynamic performance of the truck on slippery roads. Second, it will improve the performance in cases when we briefly lose satellite signals e.g., when going under overpasses, and we must rely on inertial measurements. Computer-based brake and throttle control is being presently integrated into the overall system. This is part of the next phase of our work.

In closing, we believe that our current approach and experimental testbed provides us a basis for testing and evaluating the performance of continuously evolving controllers for operating under various weather and road conditions.
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Fig. 9. The response to an intentional road departure event. The steering controller is able to pull the vehicle back to the correct lane after an "unplanned" shift out of the lane. This experiment was performed on a segment of the straightaway section AB. Speed was 35 mph.
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Asleep at the Wheel

- A study by the National Transportation Safety Board looked at every accident in eight states where drivers of heavy trucks were fatally injured (182 accidents).

- "Fatigue and fatigue-drug interactions were involved in more fatalities in this study than alcohol and drugs alone."

- Only 10 percent of the truck drivers killed were under the influence of alcohol or other drugs.

- Yet driving logs and coworker reports indicate that 31 percent (57 of 182) of the drivers were fatigued.

"Fatigue, Alcohol, Other Drugs and Medical Factors in Fatal-To-The-Driver Heavy Truck Crashes", Vol. 1
National Transportation Safety Board
Washington, DC, Feb. 1990
Fatigue Kills

• In one study, the Association of Professional Sleep Societies reports that falling asleep at the wheel causes up to 6,500 fatalities yearly.

• That's up to 13 percent of all crash related U.S. deaths.

• "Fatigue is an underestimated cause of accidents."
  Prof. Martin C. Moore-Ede
  Director, Institute of Circadian Physiology
  Harvard Medical School

• Many truck drivers take driving tired for granted.

  • Moore-Ede has asked rooms full of truck drivers if they have ever fallen asleep behind the wheel.

    • "Almost all of them raise their hands."
The Numbers

• Of 6.3 million crashes covered annually in Police Accident Reports (PAR), approximately 100,000 crashes per year (1.6% of 6.3 million) were associated with drowsiness.

• 71,000 of these involved non-fatal injuries.

• The Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS) indicated that 3.6% of all fatal crashes were related to drowsy driving.

• However, drowsiness’ role in accidents may be largely underestimated due to unreported off-roadway crashes and lack of verification.

- Based on NHTSA’s estimates for 5 yr. period (89-93), Knipling and Wang, 1995
Truck Drivers Logs Often Inaccurate

• Based on backtracking the driver's activity to determine the presence of fatigue, 221 accidents in 6 western states were studied.

• Fatigue was found to be the probable/primary cause of 41% (90 of 221) and a contributory cause in an additional 18% (40 crashes) of heavy truck accidents.

"A Report on the Determination and Evaluation of the Role of Fatigue in Heavy Truck Accidents"
Who is affected?

• Data from the NHTSA General Estimates System (GES) and the Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS) statistics for 1989-1993 indicate that:

  • 37% of fatalities and 20% of non-fatal injuries associated with truck driver drowsiness crashes occurred to individuals outside the truck.

• Combination-unit truck crashes in general result predominantly in fatalities and injuries to individuals outside the truck (e.g. occupants of other vehicles or pedestrians).

  • For all combination-unit truck crashes, 87% of associated fatalities and 75% of non-fatal injuries occurred to non-truck occupants.

Ron R. Knipling and J.- S. Wang, “Crashes and Fatalities Related to Driver Drowsiness/Fatigue”
Research Note, NHTSA, Nov. 1994
First Conviction of Trucking Executive

- First successful criminal prosecution of trucker who doctored driver’s log ... known in some parts of the country as ‘joke books’.

- Mark Gunther, Gunther’s Leasing Transport Inc., Hanover, MD

- Employees told to drive up to 20 hrs. to meet promised schedules.  (Rules require drivers to take 8 hrs off after spending 10 hrs behind the wheel.)

- Fined $171,000. and sentenced to 30 months in federal prison by U.S. District Court Judge William Nickerson, Baltimore, MD

Journal of Commerce, October 8, 1996
HOURS OF SERVICE

WHAT IS RIGHT?
Monitoring Fitness-for-Duty

• A variety of systems exist for pre-drive or interval screening (e.g. ReadyShift® II from Evaluation Systems Inc., San Diego, CA).

• All require extra effort or time on the part of the driver.

• Prefer approach that requires no additional involvement by driver, that provides for continuous monitoring, can handle driver variability and is non-invasive.

• Many have tried to develop measures based on monitoring the driver and vehicle/road characteristics while driving (e.g. Smart Truk® is under development by Evaluation Systems Inc., San Diego, CA).

• Few have documented their work in a manner that can be reproduced.
ReadyShift® II

ReadyShift® II Input Controls

Figure 2. The ReadyShift® II and Smart Truk® components in a truck cab, viewed from the driver's seat. Key: 5, embedded computer; 6, steering wheel sensor; 7, pedal sensor; 8, turn signal (connector at base); 9, ReadyShift® II display panel; 10, control panel; 11, Smart Truk® CCD camera; 12, Smart Truk® display panel.
Drowsiness Indicators

• In most comprehensive study to date, Wierwille et al. used sleep deprived drivers in driving simulator (late 70’s mid-sized sedan) to isolate parameters that would detect drowsiness onset.

• Key determinants:

  • Driver eye closure, blink characteristics.

  • Lateral position of vehicle, vehicle yaw characteristics.

  • Steering wheel characteristics.

Wierwille et al. "Research on Vehicle Based Driver Status/Performance Monitoring; Development, Validation and Refinement of Algorithms for Detection of Driver Drowsiness"
Testing on the Road

- Wierwille results to be evaluated on two trucks in $1.2 million 2 year study by CMRI funded by NHTSA (with partial support by Volvo/GMC and National Private Truck Council).

- Sensors to be installed:
  - Advanced Micro Devices micromachined accelerometer to measure lateral acceleration (range: 0 - 1 g, bandpass from 0 to 7 Hz)
  - Steering wheel angular position and velocity.
  - Vehicle speed
  - Lateral vehicle position within lane based on vision data (Assistware Technology).
  - Head position along 3 coordinate axes with 1 mm. resolution (Safety Concepts Inc., Sante Fe, NM)
  - Eye blink sensor (MTI Research, Chelmsford, MA)

- Tests to begin in 1997.

- Will use audio alarms plus peppermint scent delivery system.
MTI Research Inc.

- Eyelashes/eyelids motion interrupts light beam.
- LED to photodiode path from bridge to temple.
- IR transmission of data to receiver in cab.
- First units priced from $100-200. Possibly $400-500 if more exotic processing desired.
- Blink closure (% closed) parameters are output.
- Commercial version will output analog voltage proportional to "fatigue."
- LED bar graph - additional LED’s will turn on as fatigue "increases."
- Considering audio alarm.
- For people who don’t wear glasses, will use off-the-shelf safety glasses without the lenses.
Vehicle Based Measures Tested on Sleep Deprived Truck Drivers

- MacInnis Engineering Associates Ltd., Vancouver, BC conducted a series of tests using 17 sleep deprived drivers on a 1994 Freightliner conventional tractor with integral sleeper (funded by Insurance Corp. of British Columbia).

- Parameters evaluated (primarily vehicle dependent):
  - Vehicle speed
  - Steering wheel angle and angular velocity
  - Accelerator pedal angle ($\theta$) and angular velocity ($\omega$)
  - Driver EEG and heart rate (ECG)
  - Clinical assessment of driver fatigue (video of driver’s face and shoulders)
  - Vehicle lateral lane position, and
  - Car following distance.

- Pace vehicle was used to maintain a constant velocity of 40 km/hr (11.1 m/s)

- The 2.9 km triangular track consisted of an unused runway and taxiway of a local airport.
MacInnis Study (1994)

Layout of Freightliner Interior
MacInnis Study (1994)

Pace Vehicle Cruise Control Speed Variations

Test Track Layout
MacInnis Study (1994)

• Fatigue is best measured indirectly by sensing:
  
  • Lane maintenance output (measures driver's ability to both sense and respond to the road environment), or
  
  • Steering wheel input (only measures how a driver responds to the road environment, NOT what the driver is responding to).

• Lane breaching is the ultimate result of inattention.

• However, a lane breach usually occurs after the driver is fatigued - may be too late.

• Must be able to decipher actual lane breaches from ordinary events, such as lane changes, overtaking maneuvers and highway exit ramps.
MacInnis Study (1994)

Changes in steering behavior in the frequency domain

Sample Phase Plots from Driver 8
Showing Steering Behavior and Control Ellipse
of \(-7.5 \leq \theta \leq 7.5^\circ\) and \(-50 \leq \omega \leq 50 \, \text{rad/s}\)
United States Patent

Patent Number: 5,465,079

Bouchard et al.

Date of Patent: Nov. 7, 1995

[54] METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING DRIVER FITNESS IN REAL TIME


[22] Filed: Aug. 13, 1993

FIG. 1
RALPH

• RALPH (Rapidly Adapting Lateral Position Handler) developed by Dean Pomerleau and Todd Jochem (from Carnegie Mellon University and AssistWare Technology)

• Uses road images with perspective correction to determine road curvature.

• Was used to automatically steer a van from Washington DC to San Diego, CA for 98% of the 2850 mile journey.

• Maintained average speed of 63 mph during conditions including bright sunlight, dusk, rainfall and at night.

• Problems; freshly paved road with no markings, driving into sun and driving through cities.

• May be useful as a fatigue warning system.
Eye Tracking

• Non-intrusive eye tracking.
• Optically track face, head and eye movements
• Systems developed independently by:
  • Northrup Grumman Corp. (Pico Rivera, CA), and
  • University of Minnesota (Prof. Papanikolopoulos)
• IR used to provide lighting at night.
Other Studies

• Yamamoto, Hirata and Higuchi (Mitsubishi, 1994) used fuzzy logic criteria based on:
  
  • monotony of the road (calculated from turn signal, braking and shift lever activity),

  • the amount of meandering, and

  • the amount of corrective steering.

• Kaneda et al (1994) used image processing technology to assess fatigue from facial image records.

• A French team (Faidy et al., 1992) determined that hand grasping pressure on the steering wheel (6 sensors) and seating pressure (8 sensors) were correlated with fatigue.
In-Vehicle Sensing for Driver Fitness Monitoring: A Review
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APPENDIX D

Extended Bibliography On Driver Behavior
While Under the Influence of Alcohol or Drugs

Please note that the numbering system used at the top of each page is non-consecutive because irrelevant reports were removed. The 33 citations come from several sources: NTIS, TRIS, MEDLINE and Aerospace Database, acquired through a DIALOG search. As a result, the formats are not quite consistent. This computerized literature search was performed in October, 1996.

TITLE: Profile Analysis of After-Effects Experienced During Exposure to Several Virtual Reality Environments

AUTHOR(S): Kennedy, R. S.; Jones, M. B.; Lilienthal, M. G.; Harm, D. L. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Houston, TX. Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. Corp. Source Codes: 019042004; ND185000
May 94 9p Languages: English Journal Announcement: GRAI9424; STAR3212
In AGARD, Virtual Interfaces: Research and Applications 9 p. NTIS Prices: (Order as N94-37261/2, PC A09/MF A02) Country of Publication: United States

ABSTRACT:

Motion sickness symptoms are an unwanted by-product of exposure to virtual environments. This problem is not new and was reported in the early flight simulators and experiments on ego motions and vection. The cardinal symptom of motion sickness is, of course, vomiting, but this symptom is ordinarily preceded by a variety of other symptoms. In his classic studies of motion sickness conducted before and during World War II, G. R. Wendt introduced a three point scale to score motion sickness beyond a vomit/no vomit dichotomy. Later, Navy scientists developed a Motion Sickness Questionnaire (MSQ), originally for use in a slowly rotating room. In the last 20 years the MSQ has been used in a series of studies of air, sea, and space sickness. Only recently, however, has it been appreciated that symptom patterns in the MSQ are not uniform but vary with the way sickness is induced. In seasickness, for example, nausea is the most prominent symptom. In Navy simulators, however, the most common symptom is eye strain, especially when cathode ray tubes are employed in the simulation. The latter result was obtained in a survey of over 1,500 pilot exposures. Using this database, Essex scientists conducted a factor analysis of the MSQ. We found that signs and symptoms of motion sickness fell mainly into three clusters: 1) oculomotor disturbance, 2) nausea and related neurovegetative problems, and 3) disorientation, ataxia, and vertigo. We have since rescored the MSQ results obtained in Navy simulators in terms of these three components. We have also compared these and other profiles obtained from three different virtual reality systems to profiles obtained in sea sickness, space sickness, and alcohol intoxication. We will show examples of these various profiles and point out similarities and differences among them which indicate aspects of what might be called 'virtual-reality sickness'.

Descriptors: *Dichotomies; *Exposure; *Flight simulators; *Motion sickness; *Nausea; *Signs and symptoms; *Space adaptation syndrome; *Virtual reality; *Vomiting; *Warfare; Alcohols; Ataxia; Cathode ray tubes; Data bases; Disorientation; Factor analysis; Intoxication; Vertigo Identifiers: NTISNASA
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ABSTRACT:

The purpose of the present investigation was to study possible hang-over effects of alcohol on driver performance in a sophisticated driving simulator. The driving task was demanding and required the Ss to drive a 20km test distance in as short time as possible. The road had horizontal as well as vertical curves. The Ss participated in drinking parties which preceded each hang-over condition. Each S chose to drink one of four alternative beverages; whisky, vodka diluted in orange juice, wine-red or white, or export beer. Free and ample supply of food and beverages was provided. It appeared that performance was lowered in the morning when average BAC was just below 0.04%. Each S made another three test runs during the day, 2.5 hours apart. No performance decrement was found at these later occasions; however, after another night’s sleep all effects were gone.
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ABSTRACT:

Hangover effects from alcohol in simulated driving were studied. The task was to negotiate 20 km in as short a time as possible. The road had curves, horizontal and vertical, with ice friction at irregular intervals. It was found that in the acute intoxicated state driving performance was severely impaired. Performance was also impaired but to a much lesser degree, in the morning after the alcohol consumption when average BAC (blood alcohol concentration) was just below 40 mmg%. Later during the day no significant differences were demonstrated. After another night’s sleep, all effects were gone.
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ABSTRACT:

An experimental driving simulator was used as the basis of a strategy to encourage a reduction in drink driving prevalence. Seventy-two male subjects were randomly allocated to either a control or study group, after being interviewed about their drink-driving behavior. The study group subjects (n=36) were tested on the EB Simulator after consuming ethanol sufficient to raise their blood alcohol level (BAL) to 0.08 percent on one occasion, and after consuming a placebo drink on a second occasion, followed by interviews about their drink-driving behavior. The control group (n=36) were only subjected to the interviews. At the end of the second EB Simulator test, the study group subjects were given information about how their performance was affected by alcohol, along with general counseling about drink driving risks. Both groups were interviewed 8 months later to ascertain differences in drink driving behavior. The results indicated that the study group subjects significantly decreased their drink driving compared to the control group. (A*)
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ABSTRACT:

Twenty-four healthy volunteers, screened as moderate drinkers and not using drugs, were paid subjects in the study. The design was double-blind, randomized, cross-over. Medications were: 2 mg; flurazepam, 30 mg; triazolam, 0.5 mg; placebo. Each drug was ingested on four consecutive nights at bedtime. Nine hours after the fourth intake, performance testing was carried out. Immediately after, alcohol was ingested. When the blood alcohol concentration reached 0.05 percent, performance testing was repeated. The driving task was to negotiate a distance of 20 km as fast as possible in a sophisticated driving simulator. In the case of a crash, the driver had to wait for 20 seconds before driving could resume. It was found that performance was affected by drug intake whereas no drug x alcohol interaction was evident; performance was worse after flurazepam than after any of the other two active drugs, regardless whether alcohol had been consumed or not.
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This study employed high risk drivers (college fraternity students) to investigate the following questions: 1) Is legal intoxication recognizable by such individuals? 2) Would legally intoxicated individuals choose to drive? 3) What component(s) of driving performance is/are impaired at raised blood alcohol levels (BALs)? 4) What specific driving skill(s) is/are impaired? and 5) Are there things one can do to help accurately detect legal intoxication and potential driving impairments? To assess perception of legal intoxication and willingness to drive, three different groups of subjects were evaluated: Legally Intoxicated (>=.10% BAL), Elevated BAL (.04-.09% BAL), and Placebo (<.04% BAL). Additionally, the specific driving impairments associated with BALs of 0.08% or higher were analyzed. Finally, the abilities of different coordination and reaction time tests were evaluated to determine if such tests were able to differentiate between BALs >= 0.08% and BALs <0.04%. All tests were evaluated objectively and subjectively. To summarize results, subjects were accurate at recognizing legal intoxication, but a third of the legally intoxicated subjects were still willing to drive. When BAL was >= 0.08%, individuals objectively performed more poorly on various parameters of the driving simulation, coordination, and reaction time tests. At these same BALs, subjects rated all of these tests to be more difficult, and their performance to be less accurate and more impaired. Experience on the simulator did not influence subjects' willingness to drive.
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ABSTRACT:

Performance in a driving simulator was evaluated as a function of locus of control, perceived alcohol ingestion (no alcohol versus a no-alcohol placebo), and sex. Using a pre-test/post-test design, an analysis of covariances was performed using the pre-test performance on a driving simulator as the covariate. There were 10 men and 10 women in each of 4 groups. As predicted, the external-scoring placebo subjects made more post-test errors than did the internal-scoring placebo group or either of the no-alcohol control groups. This indicated that the external-scoring placebo subjects were more affected by what they expected to happen than their actual physiological state warranted. A difference was also found in which external-scoring women made more errors than did any other group. This was an unexpected finding which, being inconsistent with previous findings involving sex, warrants further research.
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ABSTRACT:

Driver performance on curves was investigated using a driving simulator. Between-trial factors were blood alcohol content level and type of driving scenario; within-session factors were edgeline width, type of curve warning sign, and curve type. 12 men drove continuously for two hours on each of the three nights. Curve entry speed increased as radius of curvature increased. Lateral position error was greatest on the curve with the smallest radius and least on the curve with the shortest length. Heading error first increased then decreased as curve radius increased. Results are attributed to the absence of lateral acceleration cues in the driving simulator.
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This study presents an investigation of the effects of peer attitude, gender, and blood alcohol level on driving performance using a driving simulator. Subjects were randomly assigned to pro or against drinking driving conditions and tested at different blood alcohol levels. The results revealed that subjects when under the influence of alcohol in the for drinking-driving condition perceived themselves to be more capable than they actually were and drove increasingly faster and made more mistakes than subjects in the against-drinking-driving condition. Significant sex differences were observed only for performance on the driving simulator. Males in the main, engaged in more dangerous driving and risk taking in simulated driving conditions than females.
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ABSTRACT:

This bibliography contains 245 references to documents concerned with the application of or the design of driving simulators. The documents date from 1974 to the present and are arranged according to the following subject areas: Alcohol/Drugs; Design; Driver Education; Handicapped/Disabled; Human Performance; Human Stress/Fatigue; Risk Taking; Signs/Signals; and Vision. A Corporate Author Index is provided.
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ABSTRACT:

No abstract provided.
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In 1986, approximately $65 million was appropriated for drug abuse research in the U.S. These funds were allocated across a spectrum of basic biomedical studies, clinical and behavioral pharmacology, treatment and prevention research. Approximately $9 million was targeted for marijuana research and more than $6 million for cocaine. The portion of the program directly related to drug effects on human performance was roughly $4 million or 6% of the total research dollars available. In an attempt to spend limited funds in a wise and efficient manner, the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) has identified four major areas of program importance in the area of human performance. These are (a) dose-response relationships and pharmacokinetics, (b) development of performance assessment batteries, (c) simulation and field studies, and (d) productivity in the work/school environment. The details of these important areas are discussed in this paper, which also includes highlights of NIDA’s current research program and comments on the future research initiatives at NIDA.
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ABSTRACT:
The author describes the scheduled program developed by the Transport and Road Research
Laboratory (TRRL) to investigate the properties of the various types of test and testing
procedures used to study the effects of certain key drug substances. The program is based
on recommendations concerning a testing protocol published by the world health organization.
Details are given of two interactive laboratory-based driving simulations -the moving-belt
CCTV simulator (MBS) and the moving road (film) simulator (MRS) - and one
non-interactive simulator -the hazard perception simulator -which are to be used in the
program. Two additional laboratory tasks are to be utilized: an adaptive tracking task and a
task involving compensatory tracking and vigilance. Two fully equipped closed test tracks at
the laboratory are also to be used in the testing assessment programs. (TRRL)
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ABSTRACT:

The author describes three kinds of tests used over the last 15 years or so, to measure changes in behavior brought about by the administration of psychotropic drugs. All the tests are based on measuring different aspects of the processing of information which make up psychological performance. The tests are: (1) on the road tests which involve "slalom" steering and other activities. The methods used to study car handling on the road appear to have a low order of sensitivity; (2) car driving simulators; (3) laboratory analogues. (TRRL)
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ABSTRACT:

This paper develops the concept of fatigue as a declarative state based upon self-perceptions of body distress, mood and performance. The significance of this approach is exemplified in results obtained from an extensive series of laboratory experiments using partial driving simulation. Several report how quantitative features of subjective experience can be used to predict the time at which drivers judge themselves incompetent to go on driving. A different experiment shows that blood alcohol reduces the time to fatigue and distorts the driver’s interpretation of the symptoms of prefatigue symptoms without reducing awareness of them. In another study it is found that conditions of comfort can be combined with multiple rest pauses so as to delay the onset of fatigue. The paper concludes with an 18-point advisory about fatigue designed to serve the driving public.
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ABSTRACT:

This report reviews the relationship of drug use to highway safety. It identifies the information needed to determine the nature and magnitude of the drug and highway safety problem and reviews the major methodological problems. The report describes the best information on the incidence of drug usage by drivers involved in crashes, and summarizes the findings from research on the behavioral effects from drugs, and studies using driving simulators. General conclusions are presented on the role of drugs in highway safety.
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ABSTRACT:

The effect of alcohol consumption on driving performance was examined in two studies. In the first, six subjects drove for two hours over a closed-loop, two-lane course. In the second, 12 subjects drove for two hours in a driving simulator. In both studies, target blood alcohol concentrations (BAC) were 0.00%, 0.07%, or 0.12%. Multiple measures of vehicle control, tracking and information processing were recorded. In general, the standard deviations of these measures increased as BAC increased. Differences in the results between the two studies were related to differences in facilities (i.e. Closed course vs driving simulator).
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ABSTRACT:

Using a cover story of the effects of alcohol on perceptual and motor abilities, three levels of alcohol consumed (high, moderate, and none) to determine their effects on risk taking while driving. Thirty-nine subjects were randomly assigned to six conditions. A driving simulation task was employed; dependent variables were cars passed and total time at high speed. Results indicated greater risk-taking, measured by cars passed and time spent at high speed, by subjects who believed they had consumed a moderate amount of alcohol. Actual amount of alcohol consumed produced no significant differences. (Author/TRRL)
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ABSTRACT:

Approximately 80 volunteer male marijuana and alcohol users received one of four experimental treatments: (1) marijuana, (2) alcohol, (3) marijuana and alcohol, or (4) double placebo. After consumption, each subject drove a vehicle over a test course which simulated a number of real-world driving conditions. Four post-drug runs were involved, separated by one-hour intervals. The subject's performance was rated by an in-car examiner, outside observers, and computerized vehicle measurements. Blood and urine specimens were extracted after each run to establish levels of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), serum carboxy, and alcohol. A variety of multivariate statistical techniques were applied in evaluating treatment effects. Both marijuana and alcohol had significant effects on driving performance, and the effects were particularly detrimental under the both-drugs treatment. The effects of marijuana were more rapid than those of alcohol and somewhat less severe for most tasks.
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ABSTRACT:

Two of the leading causes of automobile accidents are driver impairment due to alcohol and drowsiness. Apparently, a relatively large percentage of these accidents occur because drivers are unaware of the degree to which they are impaired. The purpose of this research was to develop models, utilizing changes in driver behavior, which could detect driver impairment due to alcohol, drowsiness, or the combination of alcohol and drowsiness, and which could be practically implemented in an automobile. A computer-controlled automobile simulator was used to simulate a nighttime highway driving scenario for 6 drivers who participated in each of four conditions; a control condition, an alcohol condition, a sleep-deprived condition, and a combined alcohol and sleep-deprived condition. The results indicated that a useful on-board drowsiness detection device is possible and practical for highway driving. The results also showed that on-board alcohol impairment detection may be possible at levels below the legal driving limit in most states (BAC 0.1%).
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ABSTRACT:

Four primary topics concerning the effects of alcohol and other drugs on drivers are discussed: alcohol and drug-related accidents; research areas; alcohol and its effects; and other drugs and their effects. It is noted that more than 50% of all fatal accidents involve drinking. Research areas considered here were as follows: identification and analysis of accident rates and causation factors; laboratory task testing; driving simulation; and real driving conditions. Accident statistics are also discussed. It is pointed out that impairment of driving abilities that could result in traffic accidents occurs at blood alcohol concentration levels as low as 0.05%. It is also noted that the present laws on drunk driving could be misleading the public into thinking that drinking and driving is safer than it is.
Traffic safety studies have clearly shown that the cause of the majority of traffic accidents is human error. A number of factors play a significant role in the production of human errors, one of which is the influence of alcohol and drugs, the topic of this chapter. In order to ascertain the effect of alcohol and drugs on traffic safety it is necessary to examine the problem from a number of perspectives. Epidemiological studies, laboratory tests of driving related skills, simulator studies and on-road studies each provide a vital part of the evidence establishing the role of any given substance to traffic safety. The relevance of each of these type of studies, their strengths and limitations, and some of the major issues and recent results in each of these areas are discussed. (TRRL)
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ABSTRACT:

Interactive driving simulators have provided a safe and efficient mechanism for studying the effects of impairing agents on driving performance. Unfortunately, in the past simulators have been limited in their ability to test drivers for long periods of time. In this study the authors developed a methodology for testing drivers over a two hour time period; and for analyzing the possible effects that this long driving period had on driving performance. This paper presents the basic results of this portion of the study, and discusses the effects of alcohol and fatigue on driver performance variables which may lead to accident involvement. For the covering abstract of the conference see IRRD 287637. (Author/TRRL)
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The papers are published that were presented at the symposium on Marijuana, Cocaine and Traffic Safety which was designed to assess whether these drugs represent a substantial danger to traffic safety and to clarify avenues for future research endeavors. The papers presented in this issue discuss marijuana; the papers discussing cocaine and other stimulants will be presented in the following issue. The papers presented are as follows: Problems and Methods in Studying Drug Crash Effects; Epidemiology of Road Accidents Involving Marijuana; Psychosocial Correlates of Marijuana Use in Adolescence and Young Adulthood: The Past as Prologue; Drug Concentrations and Traffic Safety; Pharmacokinetics and Metabolism of (delta sup 9) -Tetrahydrocannabinol: Relations to Effects in Man; Analytical Methodology for (delta sup 9) - Tetrahydrocannabinol and its Metabolites; Behavioral Interactions and the Effects of Marijuana; The Effects of Alcohol and Marijuana in Combination: A Review; Marijuana: On-Road and Driving Simulator Studies; The Effects of Marijuana and Alcohol on Actual Driving Performance; and Effects of Long Term Marijuana Use.
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ABSTRACT:

Secobarbital, diazepam, marijuana, and alcohol were all found to impair performance of a variety of simulated driving tasks. Drug levels tested for secobarbital and diazepam were therapeutic doses; the marijuana doses were considered moderate to strong by the subject population used; the alcohol effects were reported for levels up to and slightly above the legal limit. No clear-cut differences in the pattern of effects were found among the drugs tested. All drugs impaired perceptual-motor skills (e.g., tracking, speed, and headway control), perceptual tasks where response time and detection ability were measured, and decision making tasks. (Author/TRRL)
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ABSTRACT:
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ABSTRACT:

The study described in this report investigated the effect of alcohol and marijuana, alone and in combination, on driver performance and behavior in a fully interactive driving simulator. The simulator provided the driver a complex visual scene similar to a rural nighttime drive, and allowed the driver full control of steering and speed maneuvers. Performance and behavior data were collected during a 10-12 mile drive requirement about 15 minutes to complete. A variety of events were encountered during the drive, including curves, obstacles in the roadway, and winding roads. Accidents, tickets, and speed were recorded as traffic safety measures during the overall drive. Driver behavior, speed control, and steering performance were collected during each event to provide insight into the impairment mechanisms of alcohol and/or marijuana on the driver. Based on a large number of driver performance and behavior variables, alcohol was found to have a pervasive and significant impairing effect. Marijuana effects were minimal. A significant drug interaction effect was observed in simulator accidents.
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Nearly all antidepressants are tested psychometrically in order to detect side effects of these drugs. Based on a review of the relevant published data on critical flicker fusion frequency measurements, simple reaction time, complex reaction time, tracking, tapping, and car driving simulation measurements, the underlying principles of the different effects of these drugs in healthy volunteers are discussed. It seems that essentially the sedative properties of a compound are important rather than e.g. specific reuptake inhibiting properties or the chemical structure. This finding is discussed in the light of the usefulness of these test procedures for detecting side effects. (92 Refs.) Tags: Animal; Human
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ABSTRACT:

Continued increases in the number of older drivers during the next several decades will increase the importance of medical, ethical, and health policy issues related to driving privileges. Physicians have a critical role in examining patients for driving competence and in screening for impairments that increase the risk of motor vehicle injuries. Both age-related and disease-related factors may affect driving ability in older adults. Research related to the impact of chronic diseases, medications, visual problems, and various neurologic disorders should provide guidance to clinicians in the assessment of driving ability. Performance-based functional assessment, including the use of driving simulators and road tests, may provide information that is useful in the evaluation and rehabilitation of possibly impaired older drivers. Further research related to human, vehicular, and environmental factors and the development of intervention strategies for prevention of crashes and crash-related injuries will reduce the risk of injury and death in older adults. (5 Refs.)
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ABSTRACT:

Using a cover story of the effects of alcohol on perceptual and motor abilities, two levels of alcohol consumed (moderate and none), two levels of alcohol expectancy (moderate and none), and two levels of sensation seeking (high and low) were combined to determine their effect on risk taking in a driving simulator. Ninety-six subjects were randomly assigned to eight conditions. Dependent variables were lane changes-cars passed and time at maximum speed. Results on lane changes-cars passed indicated greater risk-taking in driving by high sensation seekers. Interaction of alcohol expectancy and sensation seeking indicated high sensation seeker took more risks when they believed they had consumed alcohol. Low sensation seekers became more cautious in driving when they believed they had consumed alcohol. Alcohol consumed did not produce a significant main effect or interaction.
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ABSTRACT:

The time course of diphenhydramine concentrations and effects on both mental performance and subjective feelings of drowsiness were assessed in 15 healthy men. Subjects received single oral doses of diphenhydramine, 50mg, and placebo in this double-blind crossover study. Diphenhydramine plasma concentrations and central nervous system actions were assessed for 24 hours after each treatment. Cognitive impairment was assessed with an automobile driving simulator and digit symbol substitution scores, where as drowsiness was self-assessed on a visual analog scale. Diphenhydramine produced significant feelings of drowsiness for up to 6 hours after the dose, whereas significant mental impairment was apparent for only 2 hours. Despite the difference in duration of these effects, drowsiness and mental impairment have parallel slopes when effects are related to diphenhydramine concentrations. These data suggest that although the apparent diphenhydramine concentration thresholds to produce drowsiness are lower (30.4 to 41.5 ng/ml) than those needed to produce mental impairment (58.2 to 74.4 ng/ml), these effects have profiles consistent with their being manifestations of the same pharmacologic effect.
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ABSTRACT:

The effects of buspirone, diazepam, and placebo on tracking control were investigated over a nine-day period, using three groups of subjects, each with eight females and eight males. Subjects were tested using an interactive, computer-based driving simulator on days one, eight, and nine of the treatment period. On day nine, subjects received alcohol with their drug treatment. Measures of steering control were derived from car-driver transfer functions. Tracking performance was also measured. Diazepam was found to adversely affect steering control measures in comparison with placebo. This was true both after doses on the first as well as the eighth day of treatment. Thus, there was no evidence of behavioral tolerance to diazepam. In contrast, buspirone was not found to have any adverse effect on steering control; in fact, some evidence of improved tracking control was found. When alcohol was added to each treatment on the ninth day, differences between the drug treatment groups were less pronounced but in the same direction as on the first and eighth days.
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ABSTRACT:

A collection of papers that address the major issues of motion and space sickness is presented. Attention is given to motion sickness and evolution, the central nervous connections involved in motion induced emesis, neurophysiology of motion sickness, the role of vestibular end organs in experimental motion sickness, neurochemistry and pharmacology of motion sickness in nonhuman species, endocrinology of space/motion sickness, animal models in motion sickness research, investigating motion sickness using the conditioned taste aversion paradigm, the accelerative stimulus for motion sickness, and physiology of motion sickness symptoms. Also discussed are prediction of motion sickness susceptibility, symptoms and signs of space motion sickness on Spacelab-1, adaptation of the stimulated stimulus rearrangement of weightlessness, statistical prediction of space motion sickness, simulator sickness, pharmacological counter measures against motion sickness, autogenic feedback training as a treatment for motion and space sickness, adaptation to nauseogenic motion stimuli and its application in the treatment of airsickness, motion sickness susceptibility and behavior, and motion sickness and human performance. (AIAA) Source of Abstract/Subfile: AIAA/TIS
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